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Background:
Integrated pathology partnerships (iPP) is a business

originally created by leading NHS service providers Sodexo

and Labco, now backed by European private equity firm

Cinven. iPP offers a unique joint venture led pathology

outsourcing service for healthcare providers, including the

NHS, designed to deliver cost and time efficiencies.

With a headquarters in London and sites in Somerset and

Essex, the business has a turnover of around £50million and

employs around 600 people. 

Following a period of further growth and
investment, the team was seeking an
experienced CFO to support the
business through its expansion and play
a key role in building a best in class
finance function.

After a three way pitch process, Marble Hill Partners was

chosen to run the executive search. 

The brief:
This particular CFO search brief included some
interesting and unique aspects:

• The workforce of the business is highly

scientific and in the main educated to PHD

level. It was important that the shortlisted

candidates would fit seamlessly into this

environment, and be able to deal with the

challenges it presented.

• A limited finance team and resources meant

that the candidates would need to both lead

the function and the business, whilst also

being extremely hands on.

• The position was to have an international

reporting line.

• The relatively small finance team has to deal

with large and complex NHS contracts,

requiring implicit understanding of

forecasting and revenue recognition. 

Why us?
We asked CEO Stuart Quin why he chose us.

‘I liked the approach; Marble Hill understood our business

straight away and quickly grasped the requirements of

the role and where it fits within the business.  They had a

very credible background, and an excellent process

versus the others.  

Although their fee wasn’t the lowest, the value that they

create from running a professional process is worth the

additional investment.’  

The process:
Stuart was our key contact throughout the search, which

began as an extremely confidential process, bringing in 

the whole team at a later stage. A timetable with key

milestones, scheduled reporting and communication was

agreed at the outset.

‘The Marble Hill team felt very ‘user friendly.’ I was very happy

with the regular updates, quick understanding and response

to questions. The right amount of detail was provided, pitched

at the right level.’

During the search, we were able to help clarify the type of

candidate best suited to the role, looking carefully at risk

management and future planning as part of the

assessment process.

‘After listening to the advice from the Marble Hill team, 

I decided to offer the role to Nick, for whom the role would

present a real and interesting challenge, rather than someone

who could do it standing on their head.’
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The right mindset:
Through a detailed piece of psychological research, we’ve

pinpointed the characteristics and attributes common to

successful leaders in dynamic, private equity backed

organisations. We’ve crafted our assessment process to

identify these key drivers and motivators in candidates.  

From the outset, Stuart had emphasised cultural fit and the

ability to thrive in a particularly demanding environment

would be key facets of this search.  We were able to deploy

our Mindset assessment to lend objectivity to an often

subjective area.  

‘The mindset stage of the process helped everyone in the

management team buy into Nick and understand how his

qualities would mesh with the business. In the end, there was

a very strong, unanimous decision; everyone had felt involved

and all were delighted with the outcome.’ said Arden Tomison,

Director at Marble Hill Partners.

The outcome:
We asked Stuart what impact Nick had on the
business in his first six months:

• Within two weeks, he was up to speed and

able to provide detailed information

• Immediate issues were quickly addressed

• Processes were more streamlined

• A robust forecast is in place, replacing

previous backward looking reporting for the

first time.

Most importantly, Nick quickly built rapport

and established his credibility, restoring the

confidence of the board and investors.

The candidate’s 
perspective:
One of our Directors, Lisa Morgan, initially approached Nick,

and managed the search to its conclusion.

‘Communication and information from Lisa was excellent. I

had some initial reservations around my lack of sector

experience, but she explained the breadth of the opportunity,

which really appealed.’

As the process progressed, Lisa continued to advise Nick,

most memorably for him after his first interview.  

‘My first interview was awkward and I thought I’d made a hash

of it. Lisa managed this extremely well, and was very

supportive when I was preparing for the second round.’

When issues do crop up, fast, effective communication and

careful management of the situation is paramount.  Lisa was

able to draw on her extensive experience to ensure this

hiccup didn’t throw the process off track, and helped Nick

move on through the process.

We asked Nick how we compared to other firms.

‘I have interviewed a lot over the years, but Lisa stands out for

me, in particular her professionalism in dealing with the

situations and questions that arose in this case.  Occasionally,

you can get false feedback from head-hunters, but hers was

straight down the line and completely accurate.’
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Talk to us about how we can add value to your
management team.

21 New Row, Covent Garden, 
London, WC2N 4LE.
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